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Summary

The use of homeopathic preparations in horses, and in this case sports horses in particular, frequently produces surprising effects. Experience with medicaments in various areas of application is reported.

It is often surprising what a rapid effect occurs with some homeopathic preparations. On the other hand, improvement or recovery occurs very slowly in other cases, but is readily maintainable, or at least more maintainable than where chemical preparations are used.

I would like to discuss the use of homeopathic preparations in horses, and in this case in sports horses in particular, on the basis of my experience.

The first preparation I would like to discuss is the one I use most frequently, namely

Traumeel: A preparation which due to its composition displays outstanding effects in inflammations, sprains, contusions, haemorrhages and many other conditions. Almost in every one of the cases of this kind that I encounter, I inject at least 1 x 8-10 ml of Traumeel and subsequently use the Traumeel ointment.

Use of the ointment requires particular care on the part of the person giving treatment to the horse, as it is to rub in the ointment, since a fairly dense coat of hair must be penetrated in the case of a horse. In some cases, I have been able to gain permission to shave the site to be treated, but not every horse owner is prepared to let this be done. Nevertheless, even where it is used through the coat, and particularly the less dense summer coat, a rapidly progressing improvement of the condition can be obtained. I often make use of Traumeel even for treatment of joints and tendons, particularly as a post-treatment after embrocations.

Of course, I also use natural remedies for embrocations, for instance a mixture of Euphorbchia and eau de cologne in high-percentage alcohol. This embrocation agent not only has a hyperaemicising effect, but in addition due to the excitation of lymph, a hard crust is formed around the embrocated leg which simultaneously functions as a fixed bandage since it binds to the coat and is only shed after a period of 3 to 6 weeks.

I also use Echinacea composition at a dosage of 10 ml, repeated after 2 hours, if the horse has an infection or minor chill (due to the death of a preceding animal or a cold stable). Naturally, any consequent tussis is treated with the corresponding preparations, such as Drosena-Homaccord and others.

In the case of air sac disorders, I can report positive experience with Euphorbichia composition. If the required successful outcome is not achieved rapidly after subcutaneous administration, Euphorbichia composition is delivered directly to the air sac either by air sac injection or via an air sac catheter immediately after irrigation.

A special remedy in my treatment scheme is Coenzyme composition, I particularly like to give it as a post-treatment after colic or in cases of poor digestion with excration of whole out kernels. Frequently a single subcutaneous administration of 8-10 ml is sufficient to stimulate the horse to take fodder again, and the following day the animal is usually fresh and lively again. Unfortunately, I have not yet succeeded in treating severe colic directly with homeopathic remedies, and consequently I repeatedly fall back on the tried and trusted Nux vomica. Usually, however, a quantity of 30 ml administered intravenously is sufficient to soothe the intestines. Post-treatment is then given consisting of 10 ml Spasmoil on each of one or two days, which also leads to rapid restoration of intestinal or digestive activity. The droppings show normal consistence again and the horse seems to recover very quickly. The same outcome can be achieved with a post-injection of Nux vomica-Homaccord and Venatorum-Homaccord mixed in equal proportions, i.e. 5 ml of each.

In the case of so-called nervous horses, which are very agitated and nervous and hence rather difficult to ride in tournaments, I have achieved high success rates with administration of Phosphor-Homaccord, which is also administered subcutaneously, in a dose of 10 ml for a few days. A change in the animal's condition occurs very rapidly, usually after the first administration and it becomes calmer at least when working or training. It is interesting to note that only after a rather longer period - about 2 to 3 weeks - does a genuine calming of the horse occur which usually lasts for the entire showjumping season. Horses which previously shied from every leaf on the ground or were very timid or would not carry out their tasks where there were flags /flapping/, subsequently walk calmly past fluttering flags and perform as required.

Phosphor in D20 (30X) can certainly also be given as a single remedy, but I consider the effect of Phosphor-Homaccord to be longer-lasting and also quicker-acting due to its being composed of several individual remedies.

In the recent past, I made the attempt with horses which take part in tournaments a great deal, to administer Valerianaheal in the form of drops. 20 drops were given three times a day. A further 20 drops can be given on hard bread just before the tournament or before riding off to the tournament. Since I have only received reports from some of the showjumpers, I am unable as yet to give findings on the effect of the successfulness of Valerianaheal.

Of course, I also use individual remedies and I would like to say something about these now. In cases of tussis and bronchitis I always have achieved successful outcomes in the past with Aecidum fomeicum-Injet form mixed with the animal's own blood. The dose of Aecidum fomeicum always stays the same at 10 ml, but every third day 10 ml more of the animal's blood is administered; usually a distinct improvement occurs after three treatments and a successful outcome can be achieved with inhalation or administration of Drosena-Homaccord.

In cases of soft hooves or broken edges, particularly in animals whose hind hooves were not shod, successful treatment has always been achieved in the past with Silica D20 (30X), administered three times a day. The hooves become smooth and hard, and at the next showing the blacksmiths were astonished at the change in the hoof. These successes were confirmed by the Orthopaedic Clinic of the University of Veterinary Medicine in Vienna.

At the same clinic, trials were also carried out in nervous horses with Stramonium D200 (30X). Administration was carried out three times a day with a dose of 20 globules. The calming effect was not as significantly as with Phosphorus was administered.

As post-treatment for inflammation of the hoof dermis, I have used Arnica D12 (1X) and Belladonna D4(1X). In each case 20 drops of each remedy were administered three times a day and the success of the treatment was obvious. In the course of time, the animals were able to put their weight fully on all four hooves and showed no signs of favouring a diseased limb in the horse-box or stall, and similarly recovery for work and performance in the arena was very rapid and never took longer than a week.

For horses which were already stiff from old age, Hydrargnphyum D3 (2X) proved an excellent remedy. In such cases, adminis-